
 

 

 

My Big Sister Can Do Anything

Risa can do anything, like climb trees and fly paper airplanes. Then, one
day, something makes her cry.
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This is my big sister, Risa. She can do anything. Like climb trees...
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...and fly airplanes. I want to be like Risa. I want to fly airplanes, too.
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Oh, no! The airplane crashes to the ground.
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"I'll get it," Risa says. She's not afraid of the fierce dog.
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She picks up the airplane.
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"Don't worry," she tells me. "We can fix the airplane. "Then, Risa makes
friends with the dog.
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On our way home, Risa trips and falls.
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"I'm okay," Risa says. She stands up and brushes herself off.
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"Let's go home and eat," Risa says, "Then we will fix the airplane."
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Mom isn't home, so Risa says she will make our special fried rice.
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While Risa cooks, I try to fix the airplane. Hmmm. I wonder how to fix it.
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When I ask Risa for help, I notice that she's crying!
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Why is Risa crying? Is she sad? Is she hurt?
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Risa can climb trees. Risa isn't afraid of fierce dogs. Risa stands up and
brushes herself off when she falls.
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Risa can do anything. So, why is she crying?
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What's this?
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Now I am crying, too!
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Oh, it's the onion!
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Risa's fried rice tastes so good. After lunch, we fix the airplane together.
My sister can do anything.
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